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Barn Conversions at Park Farm,  
Dandy Corner,  
Cotton, Suffolk  

 
(TM 075 680) 

 

Historic Building Record 
 
This report provides a written and photographic record at English Heritage (2006) Level 2 of 
a group of redundant farm buildings adjacent to a listed farmhouse. It has been prepared to a 
brief written by Suffolk County Council’s Archaeological Service (Edward Martin, 17th 
March 2010, ref.  SpecHBR(EM)_ParkFm_Cotton_3753&7_08), and is intended to fulfil a 
condition of planning permission for conversion (Mid Suffolk District Council consent 
3753/08 condition 17 and consent 3757/08 condition 16).    
 

Introduction  
 
The report is accompanied by a CD containing a photographic record in the form of 61 digital 
images (Appendix 1), but also includes 10 printed photographs of key features to illustrate the 
text (Appendix 2). Each image is described in a separate schedule and wherever possible 
includes a scale rod with half-metre divisions in red and white. The site was inspected on 14th 
April 2010.   
 

Summary 
 
Park Farm lies in open arable countryside on the northern side of the road at Dandy Corner, 
approximately 1 km north-east of Cotton village. The farmhouse adjoins the road to the west 
of the site and is a grade II-listed timber-framed structure of the late-16th or early-17th century 
with a particularly fine plaster cartouche bearing the date 1691 to its front (eastern) elevation. 
Of a substantial complex of farm yards and buildings shown on late-19th century maps only an 
early-19th century timber-framed barn alongside the farmhouse and a mid-19th century clay-
lump barn to the north now survive: the rest of the site was rebuilt in the mid-20th century and 
includes a Fletton brick workshop and vehicle shelter, a calf shed of cement blocks and a 
steel-framed cattle yard. The timber-framed and weatherboarded barn is a ‘Napoleonic’ 
example of circa 1800 in four bays which retains all four original arch-braces to its threshing 
bay and bolted-knee braces elsewhere. Its distinctive outline is shown on the tithe map of 
1840 when the farm was a substantial tenanted holding of 176 acres shared between two 
occupants. The maps shows just two other outbuildings, of which one was possibly a bake-
house in close proximity to the house. By the time of the Ordnance Survey of 1886 an 
extensive complex of cattle yards and sheds had appeared, reflecting the region’s change from 
intensive arable to mixed animal husbandry, and included the clay-lump barn. The timber 
barn was extensively rebuilt in the mid-20th century, when its roof was entirely replaced and 
covered with pantiles (having probably been thatched initially) and the whole southern 
elevation was rebuilt in Fletton brick leaving only the storey posts intact. There is some 
evidence that it was originally rendered externally rather than weatherboarded. The northern 
barn is a good example of a mid-19th century clay lump barn of unusually large proportions 
for a structure of this material. It remains largely intact with its roof of staggered butt-purlins 
and its original external appearance despite the replacement of its tiles with corrugated 
asbestos. Both barns are of some historic interest given their traditional layout and external 
appearance, complementing the listed farmhouse and illustrating the structural differences 
between the two principal periods of agricultural change in 19th century Suffolk, but neither is 
sufficiently well preserved or of sufficient rarity to merit listing in its own right.   
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 Figure 1  

Current Ordnance Survey Site Plan  
Enclosing the farm buildings in red and showing the grade II-listed farmhouse to the 

west (divided into a pair of cottages numbered 1 and 2). See figure 5 below for a detailed 
breakdown of the farm buildings. 

 
Historic Context: Documentary & Cartographic Record 
 
Park Farm lies in open arable countryside on the northern side of the road at Dandy Corner, 
approximately 1 km north-east of Cotton village. The farmhouse is a timber-framed and 
rendered structure at right-angles to the road which faces east towards the farmyard and is 
dated to the late-16th or early-17th century in the Schedule of Listed Buildings. It bears the 
date ‘1691’ beneath the initials B/JS in a particularly fine plaster cartouche to its facade 
(photo A2.2) and is now divided into a pair of cottages. At the time of the Cotton tithe survey 
in 1840 the farm was a substantial tenanted holding of 176 acres (circa 50 acres (28%) of 
pasture and the rest arable) owned by Bartholomew Frere and occupied jointly by William 
Cater and Robert Foulger. Whites Suffolk Directory of 1844 also names ‘Cater and Foulger’ 
as tenants. It is unusual to find a farm shared between two individuals in this way, but there is 
no indication on the tithe map (figure 2) or subsequent Ordnance Surveys that the house was 
then subdivided.         
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Figure 2 
Dandy Corner as shown on the Cotton tithe map of 1840 (Suffolk Record Office) 

 

 
 

Figure 2a 
Detail of the 1840 tithe map showing the farmhouse to the left and the distinctive outline 
of the timber-framed roadside barn with its off-centre southern porch to the right (no. 6 

in figure 5). No other existing structures were present at this time, but additional 
buildings lay to the south of the present workshop and clay lump barn (nos. 1 & 6). 
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The tithe map shows three buildings in addition to the house. The extant timber-framed 
roadside barn (no. 4 in figure 5) is recognisable by the distinctive outline of its southern lean-
to porch, which lies slightly to the west of its centre, but the remaining structures no longer 
survive. The easternmost building occupies the approximate site of the existing mid-20th 
century brick workshop (6) while the northern structure is linked by a wall or fence to the 
north-eastern corner of the house and may have been a domestic bake-house (many of which 
bear similar relationships to their respective farmhouses). The site was named only as 
‘homestead’ on the tithe apportionment (plot 154) and lay between ‘The Green’ (153) to the 
west and ‘Wood Meadow’ (155) on the east. The only indication of the eponymous park is 
given by a field known as ‘Old Park’ (197) some 800 m to the south.   

 

(

)

 
 

Figure 3  
The first edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1886. 

The site had been transformed since 1840 by the addition of a substantial cattle-yard 
complex with numerous additional buildings and yards. The outline of the timber-

framed barn (4) remained unchanged and a new building had appeared on the site of 
the workshop (6). The clay lump barn was shown for the first time, lying to the north of 

the rectangular structure of 1840 (which seems to survive and was linked to the 
northern gable of the farmhouse in the manner of a bake-house). 
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Figure 4 

Second Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1904.  
The narrow strip adjoining the southern elevation of the clay lump barn may represent 
a lean-to shed. Open-sided buildings such as cart lodges and shelter sheds are indicated 
by broken lines, and the square structure on the site of the modern workshop (6) at the 

entrance to the yard complex is open on all sides and was probably a cart lodge.  
 

 
The farm premises had been transformed by the time of the first edition Ordnance Survey in 
1886 (figure 3). The outline of the timber-framed barn was still recognisable but it formed the 
south-western corner of an extensive complex of new yards and outbuildings which included 
the present clay-lump barn (1) to the north. The possible bake-house of 1840 remained intact, 
still linked to the corner of the farmhouse. The situation had altered little by 1904 (figure 4). 
Many Suffolk farmyards were transformed in much the same way during the third quarter of 
the 19th century as cattle sheds and yards were introduced to compensate for the falling price 
of cereals and to exploit the new urban markets for beef and dairy products which the arrival 
of the railways made accessible for the first time. The clay lump barn adjoined an enclosed 
yard to the south with an open-sided shelter shed to the west (indicated by a broken line) and 
appears to have possessed a narrow lean-to against its southern elevation. A square-shaped 
building with three open sides on the site of the workshop in the site’s south-eastern corner 
was probably a cart lodge. Of these numerous mid-19th century buildings only the two barns 
now remain, although sections of earlier brickwork appear to survive within the 20th century 
block-work calf shed (5).    
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Building Analysis  
 

 
Figure 6 

Block Plan of site, identifying each relevant building with a number for ease of 
reference in the text and photographic record. The farmhouse (not shown) lies to 

the left of the southern barn (4). Based on Ordnance Survey.   
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Key to Figure 5 
 
1. Mid-19th century clay lump barn with opposing central entrances (the southern 
doorway blocked) on a flint plinth with gault brick dressing. Staggered butt-purlin roof 
now covered with corrugated asbestos but probably pantiled originally given its 
relatively shallow pitch. Modern concrete floor with no trace of any original threshing 
floor. Circa 1860.    
 
2. Late-20th century steel-framed covered cattle yard on site of mid-19th century 
cattle yard shown on Ordnance Surveys.  
 
3. Mid-20th century open-sided vehicle and implement shelter with piers of Fletton 
brick and a corrugated asbestos roof. 
 
4. Early-19th century timber-framed and weatherboarded threshing barn of four 
bays with opposing doors and southern lean-to porch in penultimate western bay. Roof 
and northern elevation entirely rebuilt in mid-20th century. Now covered with 20th 
century pantiles. Modern concrete floor with no trace of any original threshing floor. 
 
5.  Mid-20th century cement-block pig or calf shed with steel-framed corrugated 
asbestos roof, possibly incorporating some internal brick walls from a mid- or late-19th 
century building on the site. Divided into two compartments (5a and 5b). 
 
6.  Mid-20th century single-storied workshop of Fletton brick with steel-framed 
corrugated asbestos roof. On site of open-sided cartlodge at entrance to site as shown on 
historic Ordnance Surveys.  
 
N.B. With the exception of the two barns (1 and 6) the farm buildings shown on the 
Ordnance Surveys (figures 3 and 4) were rebuilt in the mid-20th century and their 
replacements are not of historic interest. Therefore only the two barns are discussed further 
below, but the later structures are recorded photographically in Appendix 1. A steel-framed 
aisled barn of circa 1950 to the east of the site is also recorded.   
 
Clay Lump Barn (1) 
 
The northernmost building on the site is a clay-lump barn which extends to 15 m in length by 
6.9 m in overall width (50 ft by 22.5 ft) on an approximately east-west axis. Its individual 
blocks average 45 by 23 by 15 cm (18 by 9 by 6 ins) and are daubed with clay internally and 
20th century cement render externally. The walls rise to 4.2 m at their roof-plates, including a 
neatly laid flint plinth of 60 cm (2 ft) which is dressed with gault (white) brick to its corners 
(both inside and out) and to the jambs of the two central doors. The latter are 3.5 m in width 
(11.5 ft) and originally rose to the roof-plates but the southern entrance is now blocked with 
20th century cement blocks and the northern doorway has been reduced in height and lacks 
doors. A narrow secondary door has been cut into the southern elevation immediately east of 
the original. A loading door in the western gable may be an original feature but has been 
reduced in depth and converted into a window. The roof structure of staggered butt-purlins is 
pitched at approximately 45 degrees suggesting it was pantiled rather than thatched, but is 
now covered with corrugated asbestos. The tie-beams are secured to the roof-plates (which 
contain irrelevant mortises and have been re-used from an earlier building) by iron straps with 
bolted knee-braces to the remaining jambs of the northern door (those to the south have been 
removed). The wall fabric and roof structure is typical of the mid-19th century and the barn 
dates from circa 1860: it is not shown on the tithe map of 1840 but appears on the first edition 
Ordnance Survey of 1886 (figures 2 and 3 respectively). It was probably designed to operate 
as a feed store and mill in conjunction with a contemporary cattle yard to the south, as shown 
in figures 3 and 4, but the latter has been demolished. Clay lump was a cheap building 
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material used typically for smaller agricultural buildings, and the scale of the barn is unusual 
for a structure of this fabric.               
  
Timber-framed Barn (4) 
 
The roadside barn in the south-western corner of the farm complex is a timber-framed and 
weatherboarded structure of four bays on an east-west axis which extends to 16.5 m in length 
by 6.2 m in overall width (54 ft by 20.5 ft). Its walls rise to 4 m at their roof-plates (13 ft) and 
incorporate diagonal primary braces with copious re-used timber. The barn is entered by 
modern double-doors in the southern elevation of the penultimate western bay, which is 
flanked by arch-braced open trusses (i.e. plank-sectioned arch-braces link the jowled storey 
posts to the tie-beams). The eastern open truss, in contrast, was provided with bolted knee-
braces from the outset. The combination of arch-braced threshing bays and bolted knee-braces 
elsewhere (to maximise headroom in the storage bays) is typical of the early-19th century and 
barn dates from circa 1810. Many local barns were rebuilt at this period in response to the 
high price of grain during and immediately after the Napoleonic wars. A lean-to porch 
projects by 1.7 m (5.5 ft) from the southern (roadside) elevation of the entrance bay, and 
preserves an area of original wattle-and-daub infill with external roughcast render where it 
overlaps the adjoining bay to the east by 1.2 m (4 ft). This porch has been much rebuilt but its 
studwork is of smaller scantling than the main barn and it may be a slightly later addition; if 
so the roughcast render illustrates the original external appearance of the barn before its 
replacement with weatherboarding later in the 19th century. Alternatively, the daub may have 
been confined to this area of overlap and the rest of the barn may have been weatherboarded 
from the beginning. Given the extent of the building’s alterations it is difficult to determine 
this question with certainty. 
 
The barn was extensively rebuilt in the mid-20th century, when the adjoining mid-19th century 
structures were demolished. The roof was entirely replaced and covered with pantiles (most 
barns of this period were thatched) while the whole southern elevation (including the roof-
plates) was rebuilt in Fletton brick leaving only the storey posts intact. A grain milling floor 
was inserted into the western bay during the early-20th century.           
 
Historic Significance 
 
The northern barn at Park Farm is a good example of a mid-19th century clay lump barn of 
unusually large proportions for a structure of this material. It remains largely intact with its 
original roof structure and external appearance despite the replacement of its tiled covering 
with corrugated asbestos. The roadside barn to the south is a slightly older timber-framed 
‘Napoleonic’ example of the early-19th century which retains all four original tie-beam braces 
to its threshing floor (where many were later removed) but has otherwise been very heavily 
rebuilt, with the entire southern elevation and roof replaced in the mid-20th century. Both 
barns are of some historic interest given their traditional layout and external appearance, 
complementing the listed farmhouse and illustrating the structural differences between the 
two principal periods of agricultural change in 19th century Suffolk, but neither is sufficiently 
well preserved or of sufficient rarity to merit listing its own right.   
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Appendix 1 (on accompanying CD): Full Photographic Record 

 
Descriptions of Photographs in Appendix 1 
 
Photograph no. 
 

1. General view of site from east showing workshop (6) to left, clay lump barn (1) 
to right and farmhouse in centre.  

 
2. General view of site from east showing farmhouse in rear, workshop (6) to left 

and cattle yard (2) to right. 
 

3. Detail of 1691 cartouche to southern facade of farmhouse. Included for site 
context.  

 
4. General view of site from field track to north-west showing clay lump barn in 

foreground. 
 

5. General view of site from road to south-west showing workshop (6) to right and 
barn (4) in rear to left. 

 
6. General view of site from field to north-east showing clay lump barn (1) to right 

and workshop (6) to left. 
 

7. Exterior of clay lump barn from south-west showing 20th century cattle yard (2) 
to right. 

 
8. General view of site from road to west showing farmhouse to left and barn (4) to 

right with clay lump barn (1) in rear. 
 

9. Exterior of 20th century corrugated iron aisled barn to east of site, seen from 
north-west. 

 
10. Interior from west of corrugated iron aisled barn to east of site. 

 
11. Roof structure of corrugated iron aisled barn to east of site. 

 
12. Exterior of clay lump barn (1) from north-east showing corrugated asbestos roof. 

 
13. Northern exterior of clay lump barn (1) from north-east showing original central 

entrance. 
 

14. Southern exterior of clay lump barn seen from 20th century covered cattle yard 
(2). 

 
15. Southern exterior of clay lump barn (1) showing blocked original central entrance 

to left. 
 

16. Detail of inserted door in southern exterior of clay lump barn showing external 
cement render & blocked original entrance to left. 

 
17. Interior of clay lump barn from west showing secondary door to right. 
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18. Interior of clay lump barn (1) from west showing staggered butt-purlin roof 
structure. 

 
19. Internal eastern gable of clay lump barn showing flint plinth. 

 
20. Detail of gault brick dressing to internal north-eastern corner of clay lump barn's 

flint plinth. 
 

21. Internal southern elevation of clay lump barn from north-east showing blocked 
central entrance. 

 
22. Roof structure of clay lump barn from east showing bolted knee-braces to tie-

beams flanking northern entrance. 
 

23. Detail of original roof structure of clay lump barn showing staggered butt purlins. 
 

24. Interior of clay lump barn from east showing central northern entrance to right. 
 

25. Detail of re-used roof-plate above central northern entrance showing secondary 
infill above modern doorway. 

 
26. Detail of brick dressing to plinth of northern entrance door. 

 
27. Exterior of timber-framed barn (4) from road to south-west showing lean-to 

porch to right and clay lump barn in rear to left. 
 

28. Northern exterior of timber-framed barn (4) showing 20th century vehicle shelter 
(3) in foreground. 

 
29. Northern exterior of timber-framed barn (4) rebuilt in 20th century brick seen 

from shelter (3) to north-east. 
 

30. Interior of 20th century lean-to vehicle shelter (3) from west showing doors to 
barn (4) to right. 

 
31. Interior of 20th century lean-to vehicle shelter from east showing corner of barn 

(4) to left. 
 

32. Interior of vehicle shelter (3) from west showing workshop (6) with door to calf 
shed (5) to right. 

 
33. Interior of timber-framed barn (4) from west showing knee-braces to eastern tie-

beam. 
 

34. Interior of timber-framed barn (4) from east showing original arch braces 
flanking entrance bay. 

 
35. Rebuilt roof structure of timber-framed barn (4) from west showing original arch-

braces and knee-braces. 
 

36. Interior of timber-framed barn (4) from north showing lean-to roadside porch 
with original daub to left. 

 
37. Southern interior of barn (4) showing original daub infill and lean-to porch to 

right. 
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38. Detail of bolted knee brace to eastern tie-beam of timber-framed barn (4) seen 

from south-east. 
 

39. Detail of face-halved and bladed scarf joint in southern roof-plate of timber barn 
(4) showing storey post of entrance bay to right. 

 
40. Detail of original internal wattle and daub infill to east of southern entrance bay. 

 
41. Interior from west of roadside lean-to porch showing original external daub of 

timber barn (4) to left. 
 

42. Detail of original external daub to timber barn (4) seen from lean-to porch. 
 

43. Internal northern of timber barn showing 20th century brickwork and original 
storey posts with 20th century milling floor to left. 

 
44. Internal northern elevation of timber barn (4) showing brickwork of eastern bays 

with entrance to left. 
 

45. Interior of northern entrance of timber barn (4) showing renewed 20th century 
roof plate. 

 
46. Internal south-western corner of timber barn (4) above milling floor. 

 
47. Internal southern elevation of entrance bay of timber barn (4) showing original 

roof plate. 
 

48. Interior of eastern section of calf shed (5b) from east, showing door to western 
section (5a). 

 
49. Internal eastern gable of calf shed (5b). 

 
50. Interior of western section of calf shed (5a) from west showing door to eastern 

section (5b). 
 

51. Internal western gable of calf shed (5a) showing door to barn to right. 
 

52. Internal south-eastern corner of calf shed (5b) showing cement block stalls. 
 

53. Blockwork southern exterior of calf shed (5) seen from road showing workshop 
to right. 

 
54. Eastern exterior of 20th century workshop (6) showing central entrance. 

 
55. Northern external gable of workshop (6) showing vehicle shelter (3) to right. 

 
56. Detail of original Crittall window in northern external gable of workshop (6). 

 
57. Northern gable of workshop (6) from north-west, showing vehicle shelter (3) to 

right. 
 

58. Southern external gable of workshop (6) seen from road to south. 
 

59. Interior of workshop (6) from south. 
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60. Interior of workshop (6) from north. 

 
61. Steel-framed roof structure of workshop (6) seen from north. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photographic Appendix 2 follows on pp. 13-18 
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Appendix 2 (pp. 13-18): Selected Printed Photographs 
 

 
 

Illus. 1.   General view of site from east showing mid-20th century brick workshop (6) 
to left, grade II-listed farmhouse in centre and late-20th century covered cattle yard 

with mid-19th century clay lump barn (1) to right.  
 

 
 

Illus. 2.    Detail of 1691 plaster cartouche to southern facade of farmhouse. Included for 
site context.  The letter ‘B’ would normally relate to the family surname and the J and S 
to the Christian names of a husband and wife respectively. It is rare to find a ‘J’ in a 17th 
century context (when it was usually represented by ‘I’ as in the Latin alphabet) and the 

recently repainted details within the cartouche may have been altered.  
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Illus. 3.  General view of site from Dandy Corner to south-west showing timber-
framed barn (4) and farmhouse to left, 20th century workshop (6) in centre and clay 

lump barn (1) in rear to right.  
 

 
 

Illus. 4.  Northern exterior of mid-19th century clay lump barn (1) seen from north-
east showing the original central entrance (reduced in height and lacking doors) 

with the cattle yard (2) to right.   
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Illus. 5.  Internal southern elevation of clay lump barn (1) seen from north-east showing 
the original central entrance blocked with cement blocks and a secondary door to left. 

 

 
 

Illus. 6.    Roof structure of clay lump barn (1) from east showing bolted knee-braces to 
tie-beams flanking northern entrance and blocked southern doorway to left. The roof 

consists of staggered butt-purlins with a ridge-board.   
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Illus. 7.      Exterior of early-19th century timber-framed barn (4) from road to south-
west showing lean-to porch to right and clay lump barn (1) in rear to left with gable of 

20th century workshop (6) to right.  
 

 
 

Illus. 8.    Northern elevation of timber-framed barn (4) as completely rebuilt in Fletton 
brick during the mid-20th century showing modern entrance doors. Seen from vehicle 

shelter (3) to north-east.   
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Illus. 9.  Interior of timber-framed barn (4) from east showing original arch braces 
flanking entrance bay with lean-to porch and section of original wattle-and-daub to left. 

The roof structure and the brickwork of the southern elevation to right are 
replacements of the mid-20th century. 

 

 
 

Illus. 10.    Detail of original external daub to timber barn (4) preserved within 
secondary roadside porch (seen from south-west).   
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Illus. 11.      Blockwork southern exterior of calf shed (5) seen from road and showing 
workshop (6) to right and timber-framed barn (4) to left.  

 

 
 

Illus. 12.    Interior of mid-20th century Fletton brick workshop (6) seen from south, 
showing the steel-framed roof structure.   
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